Effects of tricyclic drug on induced circular dichroism spectra of dicumarol bound to alpha 1-acid glycoprotein.
Effects of both tricyclic and non-tricyclic drugs on the extrinsic Cotton effects of dicumarol bound to human alpha 1-acid glycoprotein (AGP) have been investigated. Basic tricyclic drugs caused the reversal of the signs of the induced Cotton effects of the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the dicumarol-AGP system while the basic drugs not possessing tricyclic rings and acidic drugs decreased the observed ellipticities without changing the signs of its CD spectra. There was no reversal of the CD signs of the drugs not containing two hydroxycoumarin rings bound to AGP by basic tricyclic drugs. Raising of pH and temperature, and the addition of guanidine hydrochloride decreased the observed ellipticities of the CD spectra of the dicumarol-AGP system without showing any change in the signs of the Cotton effects. The mutual displacement data showed that protriptyline increased its own binding and that of dicumarol with AGP. The results of CD titration and equilibrium dialysis experiments suggest that dicumarol-AGP and dicumarol-AGP-protriptyline form a 1:1 binary complex and a 1:1:1 ternary complex, respectively.